
Power your business 
growth with best-in-class 

Asset finance for equipment and vehicles, 
in partnership with award winning Propel.



“What stood out for us about Propel is their commitment to provide a 
brilliant client experience each and every time, something which fits 
closely with our mission. With quick decisions, advanced technology 
and a real depth of business knowledge; Propel works hard to 
deliver the right asset finance solutions, driven by our shared values 
of providing the first class and fast service that businesses need to 
succeed.”

Neil Grogan
Head of Strategic Partnerships, Azets



“I’m delighted Azets has chosen us as their strategic partner for asset 
Finance, working closely with their teams and clients around the 
UK to finance investment in capital equipment. Azets is one of the 
largest accounting, tax and business advisory firms in the UK, with 
an outstanding and rapidly growing SME regional practice. We’re 
proud to be able to offer our services to Azets clients. We know that 
SMEs are incredibly important to the recovery and vibrancy of the UK 
economy and we’re here to support businesses needing or wanting 
help to invest and grow. Azets stand out for their passion for local 
client service and we want our own offering to complement that really 
well”. 

Mark Catton
CEO, Propel Finance PLC



Best in class asset finance for your equipment and vehicle needs

You know us for working hard to help you focus on what you do best; to grow, invest and prosper. 
Access to the right finance solutions for your business, therefore, plays a key role in that focus. 

We recognise that 2021 is going to be a challenging year for many SMEs. In the current 
environment, we want to ensure that you have access to fast and flexible finance to enable you to 
meet every challenge and drive your business growth. 

We are proud to offer you access to best-in-class asset finance for equipment and vehicles 
through our close partnership with Propel. 

Propel offer SMEs benefits from individually tailored solutions, ranging from asset refinance to hire 
purchase services, enabling them to preserve their capital and boost their cash flow conveniently, 
quickly and easily. The range of SME business assets which Propel finance is vast; and they 
are also happy to consider refinance, allowing customers to raise cash from their existing owned 
assets.

Key advantages of asset finance

Propel is one of the largest independent finance houses in the UK. With a 25-year track record 
in supporting over 40,000 business customers with fast and flexible asset finance, Propel opens 
up new horizons in helping you obtain the vital equipment and vehicles that drive productivity 
and performance.

No delays

As an Azets client, Propel’s fast-track asset finance solutions will enable you to quickly and 
easily put the latest, most productive and efficient machinery & equipment to work immediately 
for your business.

No large upfront payment

With no large initial outlay required, asset finance allows you to free up your capital to be 
directed more profitably elsewhere in your business.  

No impact on existing credit lines

Since asset finance is independent from your existing finance facilities, it leaves your borrowing 
power undisturbed.

No risk of interest rate fluctuations

Unlike other forms of finance, interest rates are also fixed for the duration, making forecasting 
predictable & straightforward and allowing you to budget with complete certainty.  

With quick decisions, advanced technology and a real depth of business knowledge, Propel 
works hard to deliver the right asset finance solutions, driven by our shared values of providing 
the first class and fast service you need to meet every challenge and conquer every opportunity.



Asset finance solutions 

Asset finance enables you to gain immediate access to the most efficient equipment, plant 
& machinery and vehicles available to help your business realise opportunities for growth. By 
spreading the cost over a period of time in return for regular payments, you gain the advantages 
of using assets that match your business needs precisely - without tying up valuable capital or 
compromising on quality or results. 

Asset finance is extremely versatile and can be used to fund any asset – ranging from telephone 
systems & machine tools to forklift trucks and even retail store fit-outs.

Hire purchase (HP), an extremely popular form of asset finance, is an easy and affordable way 
for your business to acquire ownership of valuable, high specification equipment and vehicles by 
spreading the cost over an agreed period.

Hire purchase from Propel offers your business some great advantages:

• Your business will own the high quality asset as soon as all payments have been received
• No need to part with a large capital sum upfront, easing your cash flow
• Fixed monthly payments make planning a breeze
• Tailored facilities designed around your needs
• Competitive rates
• Flexible terms / deposits

A wide range of businesses are able to access asset finance, including limited companies, PLCs, 
sole traders and partnerships.

Free up capital by refinancing your existing assets 

With asset refinance, Propel purchases your existing equipment, plant & machinery or vehicles 
for an agreed value and then finances these assets back to you for a fixed monthly payment. This 
enables your business to continue to benefit from using the assets, while generating additional 
cash that can be used for further investment and to finance your expansion plans.

Case Studies
To read the success stories from a selection of Propel customers, told in their own words, 
visit www.propelfinance.co.uk/case-studies

2020 

SME Finance Company of the Year

Awards



Contact Us
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Website: www.azets.com

 StrategicPartners@azets.co.uk
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